visit www.wagtime.com.au

WagTime Air Traveller - Large 81 x 56 x 59cm
PLEASE READ BEFORE USE
- When using your carrier for air travel, check
with your airline for their specific rules and
requirements prior to travel.

CONTENTS:
Top Half

2. Place the grey half of the carrier with the flat side on the floor. Place the
white half, with the handle side up, onto the bottom half of the carrier,
ensuring that all the parts are aligned.

- This carrier is not designed to restrain
dangerous animals or dangerous breeds of
animals.
- To help prevent choking and other serious
injuries, remove all collars, harnesses, and
other items, such as pet clothing, before
placing your pet in the carrier.
- A pet that is not familiar with being
contained, may attempt to escape by
digging and/or chewing out of the carrier.
This may cause serious injury or death.
Consult your veterinarian or trainer to
determine an appropriate training method
and length of time your pet can safely be
kept in the carrier.

Bottom Half

Bolts x 10

- Do not allow children to play on or in the
carrier. Keep carrier door closed around
children to avoid risk of injury from
protruding hinges or latches.
- Periodically check the plastic shell for
cracks, especially after exposing the carrier
to severe shock, changes in temperature,
or harsh or challenging conditions.
- Never stack carriers with pets inside.
- Discourage aggresive behaviour in the
carrier. Biting, chewing, licking, ramming,
or pawing at either the plastic shell or metal
wire may result in injury to your pet or
damage to the carrier. These are excluded
from this product’s warranty.
- E xercise caution when opening and closing
the carrier door to avoid catching your pet’s
paws, tail, or snout in the mechanism.

3. Lift the top half slightly and insert door rods into the recessed holes,
ensuring that the door will be able to swing open using the black handle.
Again, ensure that all the pieces are aligned.

(includes 1 spare)

- Vendor is not responsible for any loss
caused by improper use of this product or
for use of this carrier by a pet that has not
been properly trained.
- Do not place more than one pet in the
carrier at a time.

1. Begin by removing the plastic ties that separate the two carrier halves.

Fastening
nuts x 10

4. Insert the bolts from the underside of the rim securing using the
specially designed nuts. Tighten nuts by hand. Check these periodically
throughout use to ensure they maintain their tightness.

(includes 1 spare)

Locking
Latches x 8

Door

- Never leave pets in a closed car.
- Regularly clean your carrier for the hygiene
of your pet.

Wheels x 4

5. Y
 ou will now want to install the locking latches around the rim of the
carrier.
To do this:
a. Snap hinge into place on the underside of the rim.
b. Clamp latch onto the top half of your carrier and push
in. Sliding the grey button will lock/unlock the latch.

6. Flip your carrier over so you have full access to the bottom. Install the
two wheels with brakes to the front of the carrier (door end) and the two
wheels without brakes to the back. To attach the wheels, hold the 		
plastic tab down and slide the wheel in until it snaps into place.
Your carrier is now ready to be used!

